Date:

This is an official agreement that name of the endorser is endorsing your name for the Fall 2023 CUSG Election.

Name of the endorser and your name both hereby understand Chapter 13 of the Election Code including the following sections stating:

1301(1) “No group, organization, or entity other than the Election Commission and CUSG Proper may use any student fees or housing fee awarded from any student fee funding source or housing funding source to advocate for the election or defeat of a candidate or the passage or defeat of a constitutional amendment, initiative, or referenda, nor may any student fees or housing fees be contributed to any candidate.”

Provides a visual for the Organization to see what is allowed. Explains that the group cannot use any student fees to promote the ticket. This is optional.

1301(2)1 “This section should not be construed to prohibit groups, organizations, or entities from making public endorsements or using private funds that are not student fees for the passage or defeat of a constitutional amendment, initiative, or referenda, nor may any student fees be contributed to a candidate.”

Explains that groups who do not receive student fees and do receive private funds can publicly endorse. This is optional.

____________________  ____________________
group member’s signature  ticket member’s signature

____________________
group member’s email address